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The BIRO Project

• General Aim: to build a common European infrastructure for
the routine production of quality and outcome indicators
through the standardized and secure exchange of
information across regional diabetes registers
• Specific Aim: to implement the concept of “Privacy by Design”:
– privacy issues and concerns identified from the early
design stage
– mitigation strategies directly implemented in the system
architecture
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Privacy Impact Assessment

• The BIRO Consortium conceived and applied a novel
method of Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) to fulfil
“Privacy by Design”
• Selection of the best system architecture in terms of:
–
privacy protection
–
information content
–
technical complexity (feasibility)
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BIRO Infrastructure: “Privacy by Design”
DI IORIO CT et al, J Med Ethics. 2009 Dec;35(12):753-61.
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Procedure
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Architecture of the BIRO System
Di Iorio CT et al., J Med Ethics. 2009 Dec;35(12):753-61.
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Privacy Impact Assessment
Report Conclusions
• The BIRO architecture fulfils privacy protection requirements by
addressing and resolving broad privacy concerns from different
angles:

individual's privacy + legal entities' privacy
• The BIRO project attempts to reach the best trade-off between
the right to privacy and the right to better health care:

fully respectful of individual rights by exchanging only
anonymous data

without jeopardizing information content for public health
• The BIRO Privacy Impact Assessment approach may
represent a general methodology for the design of transborder health information systems
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The EUBIROD Project

The EUBIROD project (2008-2011) aims:
• to implement a sustainable European Diabetes
Register through the coordination of existing
national/regional frameworks
• to systematically use the BIRO technology in 20
European countries to deliver European Diabetes
Reports on a regular basis
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The EUBIROD Privacy Impact Assessment
• General Aim: to document the impact of the BIRO system in the
broader / heterogeneous context of the EUBIROD Consortium
• Specific Aims:

identification of key elements of data protection

classification of key elements into factors/sub-factors

creation of a questionnaire to collect information on data processing

analysis of the variability of approaches across Europe

development of an IT platform to improve the management of
privacy issues in the management of disease registers
• The fulfillment of these activities allowed to ascertain:

heterogeneity in the implementation of privacy
principles/requirements

key areas of concern
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EUBIROD Privacy Impact Assessment Questionnaire
Includes N=11 sections - one for each factor identified.
Each section (factor) includes various questions (sub-factors)
FACTORS:
A1. Accountability of personal information
A2. Collection of Personal Information
A3. Consent
A4. Use of Personal Information
A5. Disclosure and Disposition of Personal Information
A6. Accuracy of Personal Information
A7. Safeguarding Personal Information
A8. Openness
A9. Individual Access to Personal Information
A10. Challenging Compliance
A11. Anonymization Process for Secondary Uses of Health Data
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http://questionnaire.eubirod.eu
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Factors and the Scoring System

• The scoring system measures the level of compliance of local data
processing with privacy principles according to an ordinal scale

increasing factor score = increasing level of compliance
• Scores are computed as a sum of responses to questions in each
section, recoded either as 1 for a privacy protective conduct, or 0 for
the opposite condition
• To compare results across factors, original values are presented
as a percentage of the maximum attainable value (rescaled factors)
• To compare results across registers, the average of rescaled
factors is used as a composite indicator of “overall privacy
performance”
• Ad hoc R software has been developed for statistical analysis
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EUBIROD Privacy Survey Sample (N=18)
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Main Findings from Single Questions
Responses to single questions highlight the following:
• diabetes registers normally don't have access to personal information from
routine databases and/or multiple sources
• data linkage is performed only by half of the registries included in the survey
• the use of data for secondary purposes is hardly possible

The possibility to collect some
personal information from public
databases is envisaged only in
N=4 (22%) registries
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Linking multiple sources
through a common patient
identifier is performed by N=6
(33%) registries

Standardized Comparisons of Factors Results
Low average (median):
A5: Disclosure and Disposition (40%)
A9: Individual Access (50%)
A3: Consent (75%)
A4: Use of Personal Information (75%)
A6: Accuracy (75%)

High Variability (standard deviation, range):
A10: Challenging Compliance (39%, 0-100%)
A11: Anonymisation (35%, 45-100%)
A8: Openness (30%, 0-100%)
A3: Consent (28%, 17-100%)
A6: Accuracy (26%, 17-100%)
A9: Individual Access (25%, 0-100%)
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Analysis of Variability across Registers

•

Factors
Legend
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Starplots summarize the
“Privacy Profile” of each
EUBIROD register
included in the database

Privacy Performance Self-Evaluation
•

For each factor and the overall score,
each register can compare its
position, against:
– the 95% confidence interval
around the average of the overall
sample
– the maximum attainable score
(100%)

•

The identity of centres is never
disclosed

•

Example:
– Maximum score in terms of accountability
and anonymisation
– Acceptable levels for collection, consent,
use and disclosure
– All other factors show poor privacy
performance
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Conclusions (1)

• In several Member States, the balance between privacy
protection and health research has been tipped in favor of
the individual right to privacy. Only in few cases it is
possible:
–
to access personal information from routine databases
and/or multiple sources
–
to perform data linkage
–
to use data for secondary purposes
• Key areas of concern need targeted actions to guarantee the
right to privacy
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Conclusions (2)

• The Privacy Performance Self-Evaluation methodology developed
in EUBIROD can be used to tailor specific corrective
interventions at EU, National, Regional and Local level, based
on explicit metrics
–

the EU should provide Member States with
legislation/guidelines that would ensure a sound interpretation
of the Directive in public health applications

–

National, regional and local governments should foster the
uptake of privacy principles/norms

–

The “privacy performance self-evaluation tool” developed
in EUBIROD could be used to help managers of disease
registers to enhance privacy protection and increase data
accuracy and completeness
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Final recommendation

• A concerted action at both legislative and
point of care levels is needed to achieve an
optimal balance between the right to privacy
and the right to the highest attainable level
of health
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